The Pool of Student Experts in Quality Assurance is a group of well prepared and experienced student-experts who take part in quality assurance processes in Higher Education Institutions all over Europe. The European Students’ Union (ESU) leads this pool since 2009 where more than 50 student-experts are being recruited annually.

We offer QA agencies a diverse range of student experts who have international experience in Quality Assurance procedures and are updated with the trends on the European Level. The pool has a Steering Committee which maintains communication with partner agencies and selects student-experts based on the needs.

To enhance the competencies of the student-experts, the pool regularly provides its members with different training and conference opportunities around Europe. Through its activities, the Pool develops and promotes student participation in quality assurance across Europe.

esu-online.org
Cooperation with National student experts’ pools
Institutional Evaluation Programme of European Universities Association (IEP)
European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA)
National quality assurance agencies
Higher Education Institutions

Principles
- Balanced by region and field of study
- Run by students
- Selecting the most competent students every year
- Bringing student experiences together
- Enhancing the role of students in quality assurance

Organization
The pool is renewed once a year and has an independent Steering Committee, which launches the calls and selects the applicants based on their qualities and experiences in quality assurance.

65 Students
from 23 European Countries

- From a variety of study programmes
- Well trained and Experienced

Women 40%
Men 60%

You can contact the Steering Committee on qapoolsc@esu-online.org

@Europeanstudents @ESUtwt @european_students_union @european-students-union